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It was good, but not as good as others have played from Artifex Mundi. Had some problems with the way they do audio and had
to remove some kernel sound modules because it was causing confusion for them. The game seemed a little shorter than the
others. This is the first one of the series played so can't comment on them. It was more like playing a movie with a little
interaction. Not as many HOG or puzzles as some of the other games from them have played. Also much easier to solve. First
time never had to to resort to youtube to solve one. Not bad, but not real good either.. I liked this one. Standard HOG but a
middle eastern prince of persia vibe. I will say this. I did not find all the hidden dingers. Honestly I wasn't even sure there was
one per scene cause I looked but did not find. Maybe use a guide if you want all the locations. Storyline was decent if a bit
predictable. Voice acting didn't make me want to kill anyone either so theres a plus. Give it a whirl if you like this sort of game..
Awesome game i really like playing it, but there are lags if you go back and stuff and the game is freezing a bit if you go back
on some stations, please fix.. I do like Artifex Mundi HOB games. But, this is a fairly weak entry in the franchise, with easy
puzzles, and a lackluster story.. Persian Nights is beautiful but very simplistic. In terms of art, writing and voice acting, it's
definitely one of the better HOGs that I have played. However, in terms of puzzles it is not challenging at all. In fact, there are
only a few hidden object scenes and they are largely uninspired. Overall though, I would recommend the game, especially to
newcomers to the genre.. It was good, but not as good as others have played from Artifex Mundi. Had some problems with the
way they do audio and had to remove some kernel sound modules because it was causing confusion for them. The game seemed
a little shorter than the others. This is the first one of the series played so can't comment on them. It was more like playing a
movie with a little interaction. Not as many HOG or puzzles as some of the other games from them have played. Also much
easier to solve. First time never had to to resort to youtube to solve one. Not bad, but not real good either.. Great and very
typical hidden object game.. I enjoyed this game and was sad that it was so short. Only 3 hours for me. I liked the Arabian
Nights theme with a mythical touch. I'm tired of horror, ghosts and asylum HOs! Graphics were good, music was lovely (full
orchestra) and dialogue amusing. Puzzles were fairly easy and HO scenes were few and far between I completely forgot about
the palace markings, so missed that achievement! I hope they make a sequel to this. 7.5 from me.. Good story, fun game play,
nice puzzles.

FIND PANACEUM AND SAVE MANKIND! : Add the game to your wishlist to stay updated! Since the dawn of time,
humanity has searched for panaceum a miracle medicine that can cure every known disease and even overcome death. Sarah
Pennington travels to a research facility in the heart of South America, invited by her mother a microbiologist and immediately
gets drawn into the whirlwind of dangerous adventures. Sarahs mother gets kidnapped by an old enemy, the Dragon Clan, which
conducts secret experiments in the jungle and wont hesitate to do anything to get the miraculous plant that grants control over
life and death.. Restore peace in the realm of the Five Kingdoms! : Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Expose
family secrets and intrigue : Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Irony Curtain premiere to celebrate the Leaders
birthday - 16/05 - Irony Curtain release to PCs! : 16 May 2019 marks one of the most importantest events in the country of
Matryoshka! The Great Leader will be celebrating his birthday and for this reason the Enlightened Father of the Nation has
decided to bestow Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love to the Matryoshkans! The game will be available on Steam ! The
Departament of Propaganda prepared a short teaser introducing the citizens of the West to the details of Evans visit in the
bestest country in the world: Irony Curtain: from Matryoshka with Love is a satirical point and click adventure game set in the
weird, totalitarian country of Matryoshka. It's the backdrop of the misadventures of the lowly pen-pusher Evan who accidentaly
becomes a pawn in a spy war between two powers. Irony Curtain will be available on Steam on May 16th 2019.. Easter Eggs in
Irony Curtain : Comrades! Before we announce some more details about the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love ( which
you can still add to wishlist by the way ), we have something very special for classic adventure games fans! Although
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Matryoshkans love potatoes the most, theres also one more thing close to our hearts. Its eggs. Easter eggs to be exact. Irony
Curtain is set in the 50s, but we did our best to spice it up a little with pop culture references from modern movies, comics,
games and classic point & clicks. Its kind of mandatory thing when creating the classic adventure game. Overall, we keep the
balance between the story and the references, and there are places you will have a hard time finding them, but sometimes we
literally go crazy with Easter eggs in some locations. Just look at the screenshot below and try to find all the references weve
hidden there. Theres also a hint under spoiler below: ANSWERS: 1. key in the shape of Sauron's Eye 2. shape of the island
from Monkey Island 3. sketch of a key game from Machinarium 4. crow from Enigmatis 2 5. Pirates of the Carribean key 6.
Konami Code The medals are more monothematic because they are all inspired by the works of one studio.. Irony Curtain
Premiere TODAY with 10% OFF! : Comrades! Were at the finishing line of accomplishing a dream weve had for a very long
time publishing our own point and click adventure. Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love is now live! Throughout the
years of avid gaming, sleepless nights filled with solving puzzles and laughing at all the jokes we kept dreaming of bringing
something to the table, enriching the genre somehow and now we put Irony Curtain in front of you to gauge how we did. We
tried to give you a classical point and click with all the things we loved about the old-school games such as the Monkey Island
series, but also do something based on the experiences that shaped us such as the reign of communism in Poland, which affected
most of us in one way or another. We joked about Irony Curtain being Deponia meets Papers, please and we hope its true! Its a
classic point and click adventure, with a story that will keep you hooked, with fleshed out, relatable characters, full of humour
and well-placed easter-eggs, riddles that will keep you puzzled, with a familiar interface, known from other pnc titles all that
without the elements that made us grit our teeth in the classics the riddles can be solved by rational thinking (no dream logic!),
some of them even have more than one ways they can be solved, it has good music created by Peter McConnel and Arkadiusz
Reikowski and will keep you entertained for up to 10 hours! So, were calling on all point-and-click fans we know youre out
there! Play Irony Curtain, tell us how we did! We hope that we managed to bring you a wave of nostalgia, laughter and some
insight into the absurdities of communism. If you'd like to reach us, please don't hesitate to check out the Steam Forums .. My
Brother Rabbit available this Fall! : Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!
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